T he Pacific War presented innumerable opportunities for the deconstruction of the South Seas tradition. Yet the resilience of the South Seas reflects the tradition's enduring place in Western culture. Hollywood's representations of the South Seas, epitomized by the sexually alluring Dorothy Lamour, resonated so emphatically because these movies were reinforcing ideas that were well established in Western culture. The pedagogical power of the South Seas explains Allied servicemen's excitement at the prospect of encountering the South Pacific. Many service personnel saw their deployment to the Pacific as an opportunity to fulfil their South Seas fantasies. For some men, their initial encounters with the South Pacific lived up to their Hollywood-inspired expectations. For most, however, excitement soon gave way to disappointment and frustration, as the climate, environment, and indigenous people defied naive optimism and denied them intellectual control over their new environment.
Nowhere was that disjunction between the South Seas and the South Pacific starker, and the disappointment greater, than in the area of gender relations. Educated by the South Seas tradition to assume that the Pacific islands were home to countless thousands of sexually available women who resembled Dorothy Lamour, many Allied servicemen assumed that immediate sexual gratification awaited them upon arrival. A minority of servicemen, principally those stationed around Polynesia, did encounter Island women whose physical appearance conformed more closely to popular Europeanized images and whose sexual mores appeared-even when a financial transaction was required-to affirm expectations. For most servicemen, however, the Pacific proved a bitter disappointment. In some cases, there were no Island women to be found; more often, particularly in Melanesia, the women's appearance and habits set them so far apart from acceptable racial norms that the prospect of physical relations was unappealing or even distasteful. Consequently, these women became invisible. It was in this context that the powerful notion of the wartime South Pacific as a sexual vacuum emerged, providing a cloak for those who still sought sexual congress beyond the appropriate racial boundaries.
Service personnel dealt with their disappointment in four main ways. Some were able to come to grips with the disjuncture and move on, with a letter of warning home or a diary entry setting the record straight. This done, they got on with the business of fighting the war. Some adopted the guise of the tourist, while others assumed the role of the scientist, cataloguing and processing difference as a way to regain intellectual mastery. For the remainder, any recalibration was too stressful. They either succumbed to their disappointment, experiencing poor morale and, in some cases, psychological impairment-Dorothy Lamour Syndrome-or they adopted the coping mechanism of denying reality, living in the illusion, and benefiting from its empowering effects.
Allied military authorities were slow to appreciate the dangers of Dorothy Lamour Syndrome. They were well aware of the need to educate service personnel for South Pacific service, but during the initial phases of the war the absence of detailed understanding and information led to the perpetuation of many South Seas tropes and helped deepen the disjuncture. The military's encouragement of the sexual-vacuum counternarrative, and its active campaign with civilian media to disseminate a Pacific War combat narrative that often aligned with the darker themes of the South Seas tradition, were attempts to suggest the difficulties associated with war service in the South Pacific. Eventually it was realized that if these competing narratives were to succeed, the South Seas tradition had to be confronted head on. It was only by discarding their Hollywoodinspired preconceptions that Allied service personnel would be ready for service in the Pacific.
Most of the Allies' educational material was directed toward servicemen, but the Allied forces included thousands of women. The Pacific War provided opportunities for women to escape the constraints of the domestic sphere, and although most eschewed the "political" dimension of their wartime service, many understood that they were challenging aspects of a culture that had hitherto stressed women's limitations rather than their potential. Service in the wartime Pacific posed specific challenges for Allied women. The physical environment was one such challenge, although few women were as frail as many men imagined. The sexualized nature of the South Seas tradition presented another challenge, as servicewomen lived and worked in a region in which they were greatly outnumbered by servicemen, whose disappointments with Island women ensured that their
